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Weekly - June 13, 2022 

The metamorphosis of inflation 

The pandemic has profoundly disrupted economies over the past two years. And 

it is not over yet, judging by China's difficulties in extracting itself from its Zero 

Covid policy, which continues to cause lockdowns and thus interruptions in 

production lines / freight congestion in Chinese ports. Two exogenous shocks, 

the disruptions in the production of consumer goods and the surge in raw 

materials prices - exacerbated by the war in Ukraine - are fueling the rise in 

business costs.  Don't mind them, this cost inflation does not fall within the scope 

of factors that central banks can control. However, it is worrying them, as it 

encourages wage catch-up. And we know the rejection that the big money 

makers have against the installation of a price-wage spiral, which was 

uncontrollable in the past. 

 

Until recently, this inflation mainly located in the goods segment. It will slowly 

fade away as households start to lose confidence and gradually buy less. They 

have bought a lot during the pandemic and are ¨saturated¨ now. With the 

reopening of the economies, they are now directing their spending towards 

services. Traveling, going to restaurants, leisure, etc. Actually, US services inflation 

- ex-energy - climbed from 4,2% to 4,7% between February and March.  

 

US service inflation is taking off 

Services will gradually take-over from goods’ inflation 

The former represents a larger share of developed countries CPI 

A nasty acceleration of Euro-Area inflation 

PERFORMANCES  2022 

 EQUITIES  

 MSCI World -18.3% 

 S&P 500 -18.2% 

 Nasdaq -27.5% 

 Stoxx 600 -14.5% 

 SPI -14.1% 

 Nikkei -6.3% 

 China -15.2% 

 Emerging -14.4% 

  

 BONDS  

 CHF Corp  -6.5% 

 US Govt -9.9% 

 US Corp -13.9% 

 US HY -10.5% 

 EUR Gvt -14.7% 

 EUR Corp -11.3% 

 EUR HY -9.0% 

   

 CURRENCIES  

 USD index +9.4% 

 EURUSD -8.0% 

 EURCHF 0.0% 

 USDCHF +8.8% 

 USDJPY +16.9% 

 EM FX -1.4% 

  

 COMMODITIES   

 Gold +1.6% 

 Silver -5.3% 

 Brent +54.7% 

 Copper -2.9% 

 CRB index +37.9% 

Put away your make up 
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Inflation is embedding through imported Energy and 

Food prices. The additional problem of the old continent 

comes from the weakness of the Euro, whose vectors are 

multiple and complex. In particular, the proximity of 

Ukraine and therefore the geopolitical risk, the great 

dependence on Russian energy exports, and the 

procrastination of the ECB.  

 

European inflation is catching up with the US 

Services’ inflation is also taking-off in Europe (to 3,3% in 

April vs 2,7% in March) 

 

A silver lining thanks to vibrant restocking? 

Consumers bought goods ¨like madmen¨ during the 

pandemic, pushing inventories to a very low level 

compared to long-term trend. Despite lockdowns and 

contrary to a broad economists’ consensus, it didn’t take 

long for stocks to reconstitute in its aftermath. With the 

dual impact last months of consumers’ shift towards 

services and deterioration of buying power (courtesy of 

rapid inflation), inventories have been spiking lately.  

 

The impact of much higher inventories has already 

emerged with deceiving data from US retailers in Q1. It 

clearly puts into question their capacity to defend future 

margins. While not really expected, the summer sales 

period could be very interesting/fruitful for consumers 

Deceleration in goods’ inflation will intensify 

Because of distorting base effects, one should no longer 

consider inflation yoy figures, but focus on mom ones 

• Without make-up, inflation shows its true face: 

tenacious. The irritation it causes may be of long 

duration 

• Inflation has probably peaked in the U.S. and is nearing 

its peak in Europe. It should accelerate in Japan and 

China 

• A return of inflation to the comfort zone of central 

banks (say around 3% for the Core CPI) will not 

happen in the next few quarters, except in case of a 

severe recession    

 

Currencies. ECB demonstrated hawkishness 

As widely expected, the ECB left rates unchanged. 

However, it announced the official term to its long era of 

unconventional monetary policy measures in a finally 

admitted stagflation environment. Inflation will come in at 

6.8% in 2022, 3.5% in 2023, and 2.1% in 2024 while GDP 

growth should decelerate to 2.8% in 2022, 2.1% in 2023, 

and 2.1% in 2024. Inflation will not return to 2.0% before S2 

2024.  

 

More interestingly, the ECB forecasts the 3-month Euribor 

rate at 1.3% in 2023 and 1.6% in 2024. It gives a good 

indication of where the neutral interest rate could be. 

The measures announced by the ECB are: 

a. The end of its net asset purchases by July 1st. 

b. The continuation of reinvestments of the Pandemic 

Emergency Purchase Program until 2024-end. The 

PEPP remains the main tool to avoid spreads 

widening. 

c. A 25bps rate hike in July and another rate hike (25 or 

50bps) in September. 

d. A gradual but sustained path of tightening beyond 

September. 

 

During her press conference, ECB President Lagarde 

confirmed a unanimous decision and a focus on how to 

tackle high inflation. Hawks (Germany, Austria, 

Netherlands) and Baltic central bankers, where inflation is 

between 12% and 20%, were able to shift Lagarde and Lane 

expected moderate normalization path. The normalization 

will not stop in September. With inflation running high, 

economy slowing down and facing stagnation or even 

recession risks, the window is narrowing. 
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Positive economic surprises failed to lift the EUR 

Source: Bloomberg  

 

While Lagarde stressed the potential fragmentation risk, 

peripheral central bankers were unable to convince the 

ECB Governing Council of the need for a more proactive 

stance on fragmentation. The positive EUR/USD reaction 

after the ECB signaled openness to a September 50bps 

rate hike was short-lived.  

 

A key reason is the underperformance of other EUR 

assets. The 10-year Italy-Germany spread has widened by 

20bps over a day, its largest one-day move since March 

2020. Unsurprisingly, the EUR/CHF has come under 

pressure as peripheral spreads widened. As discussed, a 

few weeks ago, the EUR/CHF and the Italian spreads 

correlation tends to pick up when the spread breaks 

levels above 200bps. 

• The ECB clearly wants to go beyond just ending 

unconventional measures 

• Markets are fully pricing in a 50bps hike in 

September, which is surely not a done deal, and a 

total of 220bps of tightening in the next 12 months. 

The room for further hawkish re-pricing is somewhat 

limited 

 

Fixed income. Aggressive expectations on the 

RBA 

The RBA joined numerous other central banks in ramping 

up the pace of unwinding pandemic policy settings. It 

surprised again by hiking rates by 50bps while the 

market was pricing in a 50/50 change of either a 25bps 

or 40bps hike. Moving by more, and flagging willingness 

to hike further, the Australian central bank is moving 

closer to other central banks in thinking it is urgent to 

get rates closer to neutral. Markets are now pricing rates 

to surpass 3.0% by year-end. With 6 meetings left for 

2022, delivering more than 200bps of additional 

tightening will require moves of 50bps at more than 2 of 

them. 

2022 market cash rate expectations 

Source: Bloomberg  

 

We are skeptical about this pricing. Two other 50bps hikes 

in July and August and then several 25bps rate hikes after 

August look aggressive. And, given the hard landing risks, 

the RBA is likely to pause once it gets the cash rate into the 

mid 2.0%. Data are already showing some signs of 

moderation in labor market tightness. 

 

However, it may be too early to fade pricing at this stage. 

By being surprisingly hawkish again, the RBA is intensifying 

comparisons with the New Zealand central bank. There is a 

risk that increasing RBA hawkishness becomes less positive 

for the currency, as markets start to price growing risk of a 

recession. This seems to be what is currently transpiring in 

New Zealand, with multiple 50bps hikes and aggressive 

guidance failing to provide the currency boost that might 

be expected.  

 

US-Australia 10-year yield spread 

Source: Bloomberg  

 

Hikes from the RBA may limit the capacity for additional 

underperformance of long-end Australian government 

bonds. Given how much is already priced into the front-

end yields, it will be difficult for 2-year yields to jump much 
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more. With the RBA shifting its rhetoric to be more 

concerned around inflation risks, some of the risk 

premium may dissipate. 

• The RBA willingness to go more quickly now should 

boost its credibility in the sense that it is moving to 

prevent ongoing acceleration in inflation 

• A more aggressive RBA should mitigate further 

underperformance long-end Australian yields. Buy 

Australian government bonds 

 

Equities. Countless Worries 

Stock indices are not holding up. US inflation 

reaccelerated in May to 8.6% as investors feared the Fed 

would be more aggressive in raising Fed Funds. The ECB 

announced its intention to raise its benchmark rate by 25 

basis points in July. The market does not like when 

interest rates rise and particularly to see a US 10-year at 

3.17%. 

 

MSCI World. On a support.  

The next one is 4.5% lower. 

Source: Bloomberg  

 

Investors are also looking to economic growth. The 

situation is complicated for corporate profits. If high 

inflation is the first risk for companies, a CNBC survey of 

CFOs confirms Wall Street's fears: unanimously, they 

believe that the recession will arrive in the 1st half of 

2023. 

 

War is raging in Ukraine, Vladimir Putin thinks he is Pierre 

Le Grand (recovery of lost territories and 21-year-long 

war), China is ready for a world war to recover Taiwan 

(Chinese-American discussions last week), Russia will 

respond proportionately to the reinforcement of NATO 

troops in Poland, Iran is closer to the nuclear arm, the 

Covid is not over in China with massive tests in Shanghai 

and an "explosive" situation (adjective used by the 

authorities) in Beijing, and Covid infection curves are 

picking up again in Europe. 

 

In the United States, the price of a gallon of gasoline rose 

above $5, raising fears of a destruction of demand if the 

price were to remain above $5 for a long time. In the 

meantime, to meet demand and cope with global 

disruptions, the utilization rate of refineries will remain 

high, with strong margins, explaining the good stock 

market performance of refiners. 

 

Results and forecasts of some companies are worrying: 

Walmart, Target, Microsoft, Nvidia, Netflix, Tesla, among 

others. Jamie Dimon, the CEO of JPMorgan, gave a rather 

bleak economic view because of the Fed and the impacts 

of the war in Ukraine. We expect further warnings about 

results. 

 

The Technology/Media sector is not defensive. During an 

economic downturn, spending on advertising and IT/

technology declines. A large part of the revenues of Meta 

Platforms (Facebook, Whatsapp, Instagram) and Alphabet 

(Google, YouTube) come from advertising. Companies are 

putting the brakes on spending on IT, software and 

equipment. In fact, many companies have already 

announced such measures. In anticipation of a decline in 

final demand (automotive, industry, PC, Smartphones) for 

semiconductors, manufacturers will put their production 

capacity expansion projects on hold, affecting ASML, 

Applied Materials, LAM Research… 

• Focus on defensive sectors, Consumer Staples, Health, 

Utilities, Defense and Energy Transition 

 

Equities. Disappearance of an independent 

flagship of Swiss industry 

Geneva's Firmenich, a world leader in flavors and 

fragrances, is to merge with the Dutch DSM. This 

transaction values Firmenich at €19.3 billion for sales of 

€4.4 billion. The new DSM-Firmenich group will be 65.5% 

owned by DSM shareholders and 34.5% by Firmenich 

shareholders. Firmenich shareholders will receive an 

additional €3.5 billion in cash. The effective merger is 

announced for the first half of 2023. Group sales will be 

€11.5 billion (Firmenich €4.4 billion + DSM €7.1 billion after 

subtracting the disposals of Engineering Materials and 

Protective Materials) with an organic growth target of 5%-

7%, an EBITDA margin of 22%-23% and synergies of €350 

million by 2026. Sales will be splitted in 25% perfumes-
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fragrance, 25% food-flavors, 25% human health-nutrition 

and 25% animal nutrition. 

 

The DSM-Firmenich merger is highly complementary and 

will become an even bigger competitor in the fragrance 

and flavor segment. The synergies are significant with 

improvement in profitability. Sales will be higher than 

those of the Swiss Givaudan (€7 billion), almost equal to 

those of the American International Flavors & Fragrance 

and higher than those of the German Symrise (€4.3 

billion). We value DSM-Firmenich at €200 per share. 

 

Faced with this new, more powerful competitor, 

Givaudan share corrected, especially since its valuation is 

higher. But Givaudan offers stronger fundamentals, even 

if its leverage is much higher following an acceleration of 

acquisitions since 2018. For the segment, the valuation of 

this transaction shows that the potential for upside 

valuations is limited, especially for Givaudan much more 

expensive. We value Givaudan at CHF 3,700 per share. 

Technically, the breakout of the support at 3,400 opens 

the door to 2,500! 

• We value DSM at €200 per share 

• The rest of the sector offers limited upside potential 
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Disclaimer - This document is solely for your information and under no circumstances is it to be used or considered as an offer, or a 

solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other specific product. All information and opinions contained herein has been 

compiled from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to 

their accuracy or completeness. The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions and different assumptions could 

result in materially different results. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. This document is 

provided solely for the information of professional investors who are expected to make their own investment decisions without undue 

reliance on its contents. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published without prior authority of PLEION SA. 
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Contact for Switzerland 

 

 

Rue François-Bonivard 12  1201 Genève 
t +41 22 906 81 81  

Chemin du Midi 8  1260 Nyon 
t +41 22 906 81 50  

Rue du Centre Sportif 22  1936 Verbier 

Schauplatzgasse 9  3011 Berne 

t +41 58 404 29 41 

Rue Pré-Fleuri 5  1950 Sion 
t +41 27 329 00 30  

Seidengasse 13  8001 Zurich 
t +41 43 322 15 80 

info@pleion.ch  www.pleion.ch 

Contact for Monaco 

 

11 avenue de la Costa  98000 Monaco 

t +377 92 00 25 00  

contact@pleion.mc  www.pleion.mc   

Contact for Luxembourg 

Contact for Mauritius 

2A rue Jean Origer  L-2269 Luxembourg 

t +352 262 532 0 

info@bcblux.lu  www.bcblux.lu 

Suite 301  Grand Baie Business Quarter 

Chemin Vingt Pieds  Grand Bay 30529 
Republic of Mauritius 

t +230 263 46 46   

info@pleion.mu  www.pleion.mu 
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